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Enter the World of Spirits!The Encyclopedia of Spirits is a comprehensive and entertaining A to Z of
spirits from around this world and the next. Within these pages meet love goddesses and disease
demons, guardians of children and guardians of cadavers. Discover Celtic goddesses and
goddesses of the Kabbalah, female Buddhas, African Powers, Dragon Ladies, White Ladies, Black
Madonnas, the Green Man, the Green Fairy, lots and lots of ghosts, djinn, mermaids, fairies, and
more. From the beneficent to the mischievous, working with these spirits can bring good fortune,
lasting love, health, fertility, revenge, and relief. Discover:The true identities of over one thousand
spirits (as well as their likes and dislikes)How to communicate with specific spirits for your own
benefitHow to recognize these spirits when they manifest themselvesThe mythological and
historical events associated with specific spiritsThe colors, days, numbers, and astrological signs
associated with specific spiritsThe Encyclopedia of Spirits also provides an overview of the role of
spirit communication throughout history and a general guide to working with spirits. No matter what
your life's problems or desires, this book can guide you to the right spirits who can help fulfill your
dreams. For the spiritual adept, the amateur, or the simply curious, the Encyclopedia of Spirits will
inform, inspire, and delight.
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"Here's an open secret: spirits do more than pervade literature, advertising, games, myths, and
movies. They also walk among us. Some may find that statement shocking or surprising, ludicrous

or laughably absurd, but for many people, all over Earth, coming from all walks of life,
unconventional and conventional alike, it's a statement of basic, obvious fact." - From the
Encyclopedia of SpiritsQuick: What do the following have in common?* Wednesday* Lyon (city in
France)* Versace* Yu-Gi-Oh!* Santa Claus* Babalu (Desi Arnaz's trademark song)* Maneki Neko
(Japanese beckoning cat)* Nike* Hell (Hel)* Orpheus* Swan Lake* Jupiter* MermaidsAll of the
above are spirits, named for a spirit, or filled with references to deities. The world of spirits--gods,
goddesses, fairies, genies, ghosts, patron saints, dragons, demons, orishas, Djinn, devas, genies,
and so on--permeate everything around us.From planet names to corporate emblems, literature to
all manner of song, the world of spirit (and spiritual references) are literally everywhere.Renowned
independent scholar and researcher extraordinaire, author Judika Illes has created yet another
comprehensive and utterly fascinating tome with her newest book The Encyclopedia of Spirits.At
1056 pages, the Encyclopedia of Spirits serves as menu or a roadmap, a handy reference or a
creator's muse, a spiritual phone book or a recipe box for wish fulfillment. Truly, this engaging,
informative compendium encompasses all these uses for those seeking to meet, converse, or
collaborate with spirits, as well as individuals wanting to investigate, learn, or draw inspiration from
the spirit world.
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